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ENGINEERINGIECOSOMilIC ANALYSIS FOR A 

LARGE URBAN WATER DISTRICT* 

1. Introduction 

The problem addressed by this study is how a large urban water district can 

best respond to a drought or the prospect of a drought. Specifically, what is the least- 

cost combination of alternatives to meet periodic shortages? A solution to this 

problem may involve structural approaches (such as developing new local storage 

capacity), a mix of structural and nonstructural (such as conjunctive use combined 

with water exchanges or sales), or purely nonstructural approaches (such as changes 

in water pricing). The application is to the East Bay Municipal Utility District 

(EBMUD), which includes portions of Afameda and Contra Costa counties on the east 

side of San Francisco Bay, hut the concepts and methods (and some of the findings) 

will be relevant to other districts. 

In order to compare the costs of various combinations of options, a computer 

program has been constructed to model operation of the EBhfUD system under a wide 

variety of environmental and management scenarios. Separate cost estimates for 

construction and operation of the supply-side options are developed with engineering 

data from EBMUD and others. Costs of water use reduction are inferred from a 

synthetic demand curve for water. The next section provides a description of the 

EBMUD Operations Modcl and an illustrative application. Section 3 describes 

supply-side cost estimation procedures and prcscnts cost estimates, in terms of 

dollars per acre-foot (a0 of water provided in drought years, for key reservoir options 

under consideration, Scction 3 appiics the same approach to a range of conjunctive 

usclwater marketing optiiins. Finally, section 5 li~oks at the cost imeasured hy  losses 

in consuincr surplus) of aciiicving a demand reduction ibcrugb price incxases within 

EBMUD. 



.~' .:. ... .., ... ... ... -.. ... 2. The EBMUD System and Operations Model 
:.: 

2.1. The EB%fUD System 

The main features of the EBMUD system are two large reservoirs on the upper 

Mokelumne River, approximately 80 miles to the northeast of the service district, 

three aqueducts to hring water to the district. five local or terminal reservoirs, and 

six local treatment plants. These facilities are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Of the 

two reservoirs on the River, just Pardee, the upper, smaller of the two, with a capacity 

of 211 thousand acre-feet (kaf), is currently connected to the aqueducts. The larger 

(430 kaf) Camanche Reservoir is used for supplying senior water rights (mainly 

agricultural users in the reservoir area), stream flow regulation, and flood control. 

Of the local reservoirs, only three are large enough to matter: Brioncs, at 

60 kaf; San Pablo, at just under 40 kaf; and Upper San Leandro, at just over 40 kaf. 

The two small reservoirs together contribute about 15 kaf, for a total local storage 

capacity of 155 kaf. These reservoirs serve a district of about 350 thousand 

households, or 1.1 million people. Before the current drought, annual consumption had 

reached a maximum of about 240 kaf, which is equivalent to an average over the year 

of 220 million gallons per day (mgd). EBMUD is entitled to a substantially larger 

amount of Mokelumne water, about 360 kaf or 325 mgd. 

The issue that motivates this study is whether the district needs an addition to 

terminal storage, both t help it get through periods of shortage, and to protect against 

sudden ouvage due to disruption of thC aqueducts at their most vulnerable point, where 

they traverse the Delia, by a natural disaster such as an earthquake or flood. 

EBMUD began an in-hciuse planning proccss to address this issue in early 1987, and 

solicited public input over the ncxt couple of ycars. Findings and recommendations 

are given in a Final EIR (,EBbICD, 1989). The main i.ecommendarion is for 

construction of a large, ncw local reservoir. prcikrahly in Buckhorn Canyon, just to the 



east of the existing Upper San Leandro Reservoir. The proposed Buckhorn Reservoir 

would have a capacity of 145 kaf, m;lking it alrnost as large as all of the existing local 

reservoirs combined. A variant of this plan would involve cooperation with the 

adjacent Contra Costa Water District (CCWD) in construction of a new reservoir, 

Los Vaqueros, to serve both districts. As it appears CCWD intends to go ahead with 

Los Vaqueros in any event, the issue for EBhlUD is whether to join in an expanded 

effort. 

EBh<UD argues that the new reservoir, preferably Buckhorn, would best meet 

the objectives of averting both drought-related shortzges and sudden disruptions. As 

we show in Appendix A to this paper, we believe the problem of disruption can and 

should be handled separately. The paper then focuses on an analysis of reservoir and 

nonreservoir alternatives for mecling periodic shortages. 

2.2. Structure of the Model 

The computer program is a mass balance model, allocating water flowing down 

the Mokelumne River to downstream releases, storage, transport, or consumptive use 

(see Figures 2.3 and 2.4). In each run (IF the model, a static (constant average use) 

EBMUD system is subjected to a sequence of variable runoff patterns. Shortage 

patterns (frequency and severity) can then be estimated for each planning scenario. 

The model is highly parameterized, allowing examination of a wide variety of physical 

and operational scenarios. 

The model is designed to run on Quaitro Pro, a spreadsheet similar to 

Lotus 123, and is divided into three separate files Tor convenience and flexibility: 

flows, parameters, and model. 

2.2. I. Fluw File 

This filc contaiils assitmcd intliiws to Pardcc Reservoir by  month, based on 

U.S. Geological Survey records irom Octohcs. 1927 through September, 1989. Clearly, 



past flow patterns will not recur in the Suture. However, use of the historical patterns 

provides a reasonable sturting point for estimating the frequency of shortages under 

various assumptions. Synthetically generated flow patterns could also be used. For 

example, if the changes in precipitation patterns resulting from global warming can be 

estimated, synthetic flows could he generated to indicate how a given system would 

perform under the new conditions. 

2.2.2. Purur~lcter File 

Phvsicai Parameters 

Seepage losses in the Mokelumne River 

Significant yuantities of water are lost by seepage to the bed of the 

Mokelumne River as it ilows from Camanche Reservoir to the Delta. Illegal 

diversion may also take place. Inasmuch as EBMUD is responsible for 

satisfying the water rights of downstream users such as the Woodbridge 

Irrigation District (WID), near the Delta, water above and beyond the rights 

of downstream users must he released into the river to compensate for 

seepage losses and illegal diversion in transit. Such losses range from 40 to 

120 kaf per year. No analytical relationship has been found between river 

flows and seepage. The model was calibrated using crude correlations 

between seepage losses and rivet flows during the 1976-77 drought. The 

rationale was that seepage losses are particularly crucial in dry years. This 

approach is conservative iii that river losses are probably lower as a 

percentage of ilows in welter years. 

Evaporation from storage 

Thc i'atc of cvaporaiion Srom storage can be altered. The normal 

assumpiioi; is that titree Scct cvcipiirate pcs year Srom Pasdce and Camanche 

Reservoirs. As i.i.sctvois icvels and surS;ice arcas drop, the model reduces 

cvaporatioil. 1.ocal r1or:igir docs not include evaporation because local 



rainpall equals evaporation in dry years and exceeds it in wet years. Local 

rainfall is not otherwise accounted for in the model. 

EBMUD nor~nal water use 

Average demand and seasonal variation in demand are parameters. 

Demand is assumed to he sinusoidal about the average with a peak in 

summer. 

Structural Parameters 

Size of existing storage reservoirs 

Some question exists over how much of the hottom storage in existing 

reservoirs could he extracred during a shortage. Also, EBMUD is 

considering raising Pardee Reservoir. The model allows the impact of 

various assumptions to be studied. 

New storage reservoirs 

EBMUD has considered several new local storage options including 

Buckhorn and Los Vaqueros Reservoirs. The model allows these reservoirs 

to he inlegrated into the system. Inasmuch as Los Vaqueros may be filled 

with water somewhat lower in quality than EBMUD's traditional supplies, 

the model allows Los Vaqueros to he operated differently such that it is only 

utilized undcr rnore extreme conditions. 

Capacity of conveyance facilities 

The speed with which EBMUD can replenish local storage depends on 

the capacity of the h:lokcl~imne Aqueduct, the three pipelines connecting 

EBMC'D to Pardcc Reservoir. Tht :  model can examine the impacts of 

incrttasing this capacity. 

* Water ti~cairnci~t cap;icity!Limitin Los Vaquero.; supply component 

The inode1 asstimes tirat Los Vaqueros supplies (if present) are 

hlendcd at  a high irni?i~gh dilution that ihc water quality impacts art: 



negligible. The model also assumes that the water is run directly through 

EBMUD's main filter plants (to avoid contamination of terminal storage). 

Thus, Los Vaqueros use patterns depend on both the dilution pattern and 

the amount of filter treatment capacity in the system. Both can he altered in 

the model. 

Existence of new secure delta pipeline 

EBMUD has minimum local storage targets to protect against drought 

and loss of the Delta pipelines (see below). The construction of an 

earthquake-proof pipeline across the Delta would allow EBMUD's storage 

reserve requirements to he reduced and would thus impact EBMUD 

operational patterns. 

Onerational Parameters 

Maximum acccptahle demand reductions in drought 

It is EBMUD policy that customers should never experience shortages 

greater than a specified level. This can he altered, in the model, to examine 

the impacts of barious levels. The model will not permit a shortage greater 

than the specilied level and will, instead, allow storages to drop below 

specified minimums, if necessary. 

S t o r a ~ e  levels 

EBMUD has operational criteria which seek to maintain minimum flow 

levels in local terminal reservoirs to protect against drought, loss of 

pipelines as they cross the Delta, and loss of pipelines as they cross the 

Fault lines in the East Bay hills. A number of parameters allow these criteria 

to he altered in  size and priority. 

A critical parameter is tlic Octoher ctlrryover target fix., the amount of 

io:al storage to bc carrizd into Llrc next water year). The model attempts to 

meet this I3TgL't ihro~lgh rcdiicti~ils in demand and purchase of additional 



supplies (if available). If the carryover target cannot be met, the October 

storage is allowed to drop below the target. The October carryover target 

can be computed in two ways in the model. It may be simply proportional to 

demand or may be determined by a fuilction of demand, maximum allowable 

demand reductions, downstream t7ow requirements, and the minimum 

pccdicted inI1ows into the systcm for the next year. The former is used for 

most model runs in this study; the latter will allow greater precision in later 

studies. Current EBMUD practice appears to call for a target carryover of 

about 1.2 times annual demand or use. 

Also important is a switch which allows the Delta seismic security 

reserve storages to be hreached in time of drought. The local seismic 

minimums cmnot he hreached, however. 

Minimum storages can also he specified for Pardee and Camanche 

Reservoirs (for environmental protection). 

Flood control requirements 

Flood control requirements are very complex and have had to  be 

simplified for pusposes of the model. The simplifications are conservative in 

that upstream reservoir capacity which helps satisfy these requirements has 

been ignored. While these requirements have not been altered for any of the 

runs in this study, the hypothetical construction of a downstream flood 

bypass could allow reductions in flood control requirements at Pardee and 

Camanche. 

* Releases for downstream water rights holders and for environmental 

purposes 

EBZlCD is rcsponsihie for iileiiing dowi~strcarn water rights. These 

rights arz i:sti.cniciy complex, rsarying according to the amount of runoff and 

other factors. In one case, EBLIC'D has a ccintrxt with downstream water 



users to release water at certain times. That contract was recently revoked 

by EBMUD. As noted above, EBMUD must also make up for any losses 

incurred during transit down thc river to the water right holder. 

EBMUD is also responsible for releasing water to meet the 

environmental ncetis of the river itself. Currently, required relenses are 

minimal. However, much higher flows may he required in the future. Again, 

seepage losses will need to be made up by EBlLIUD. 

Watcr rights, instream flows, and seepage losses can all be varied. 

Water transferlcon,junctive use programs 

One option to increase water supplies during drought is to reduce 

releases from Camanche Reservoir for downstream water rights holders, in 

turn allowing EBhSUD to keep more water in Pardee Reservoir for 

transmission through the Mokeiumne Aqueducts. This could he done by 

puixhase or as part of a conjunctive use program in which reduced surface 

water deliveries are compensated by pumping extra groundwater. 

On the other hand, releases downstream cannot he reduced below the 

minimum specified Sol. environmental purposes. The model has a switch 

which allows a transfer/conjunctive use program to he activated. In dry 

years (a parameterized criterion), flows are reduced in the river to 

enviro~~mental minimonis, effectively increasing the storage in the EBMUD 

system. 

2.2.3. Model File 

The working file takes information from the How and parameter files and 

operates the system on a moiitli-by-montlx basis: distributing and releasing water, 

calling for demand rcductii)ns in  iimc of ilrought. and so on. TIlc outpiit from this file is 

a detailed record of hypi;thctical operations iiVcr tiic pctioil chosei~. 

Each month hegins \villi a sct of iiiiiial values [or thc systcm: 



Storage levels in the reservoirs. 

Drought shortage levels (if applicable). 

Target levels for the rerminal reservoirs. In normal times terminal 

resevvoirs are kept nearly full. In times of drought, levels are allowed to 

drop, suhject to security minimums. 

Inflows into the system are drawn from the Llows file while demand is drawn 

from the parameter file. Demand will he reduced if drought reductions are in effect. 

Aqueduct flows from Pardee are drawn so that demand and target terminal storage 

levels are met if possible. If withdrawals or deposits are being made to or from 

Los Vaqueros, aqueduct flows also compensate for this. The new terminal storage 

and Los Vaqueros storage levels can now he computed. 

Next, releases from Camanche for downstream commitments, llood control, or 

other purposes (e.g., spillage) are computed. Finally, Pardee releases are computed. 

Now, new Camanche and Pardee storage levels can he computed. 

The month of April is treated sep:~rately in the model. This is when basic 

decisions are made about how the system will be operated over the next year. April 

is chosen hecause, by April 1, most of  the winter's precipitation has already fallen and 

the snow pack has been assessed. Thus, the runoff for that water year is known with 

a fair degree of certainty. In April, predictions are made about the storage levels in 

ERMUD reservoirs which will exist on October 1. If storage levels will he adequate, 

then the system operates nc~rmally. If Oetoher 1 storage falls below acceptahle 

drought carryover minimums, then a droiight response will be necessary. The model 

requires conservation from the customers as needed to ensure that the October 1 

carryover level is met-until ihc rnaximiim acceptable conservation level is reached. 

Thereafter, storage is allowed to fall iiclt>w acccptahli: carryover minimums. 

'Tcrmiilal storage has a priority over storage in Pardee and Cainanche 

Reservoirs. Thus, predictions for  h rde i :  Octiihcr levels must show that the reservoir 



system maximizes water available to the Distr~ct (since even a drained Pardee will fill 

in most winters.) Such a priority also niaximiles local storage levels, allowing 

security levels to he maintained as often as possible. 

2.3. Some Illustrative Results 

Mode1 runs considered various permutabons of ihe following pararncters: 

EBMUD demand lcvel. 

Runs were made assuming demand levels of 210, 240, 270, and 

300 mgd. Before the current drought, which has reduced consumption, the 

highest (annual average) demand was 220 mgd. EBMUD planning 

contemplates a range of demands from 240 mgd to 300 mgd by the year 

2020. 

Maximum allowable drought shortages. 

The maximum shortages allowtd were either 39 percent or  25 percent, 

colresponding to EBMUD policy and planning. 

The amount of new tcrminal storage. 

The amount of terminal storage added was 0, 50, 100, and 145 kaf 

(capacity of thc proposed Buckhorn Reservoir). 

Downstream environmental flow requirements. 

Current flow rcqriirements are minimal. The California Department of 

Fish and Game (DFC) is now negotiating higher ilow levels with EBMUD. 

A draft Fisheries Management Plan (DFG, 1991) proposes significant 

increases in ilows. The incsi.ascci ilnws were utilizcd for a series of runs. 

A water mar.kc~'conjunctiw iisc program. 



This program is discussed ahove. A set of' runs was made assuming 

that EBMUD would purchase water in dry years i'rom do%nstream water 

users to ailow reduccd releases from Camanche Reservoir. 

For any given runoff pattern, we would expect EBMUD supplies lo be 

negatively impacted by higher average demands and instream flow requirements and 

positively impacted by greater amounts of terminal storage and the creation of a water 

marketiconjunctive use program. The model runs hear t h ~ s  out. Assuming a repetition 

of the runoff patterns from 1927 to 198% EEMUD would be particularly vulnerable to 

shortages during roughly four periods: 1932-34, 1962, 1976-77, and 1988-prescnt. 

Given the current system, drought ~mpaets vary sharply with demand level. 

With a demand level of 30)o ~ n g d ,  shortages of 20 percent or  more would be 

experienced approximately 7 years out of 60. At the other extreme, with demand 

reduced to 180 mgd (approximately the current level of use), the system would not 

have experienced shortages during the period of record. 

The addition of termitial storage shifts these impacts downward. For example, 

with a normal year demand of 300 mgd, 50 kaf of additional terminal storage would 

reduce the number oi' years oS shortages greater than 20  percent from 7 to 5; 100 kaf 

would reduce the number to 4; while 145 kaf would reduce the numher to 3. To give 

another example relevant to present circumstances, the addition of 145 kaf of 

additional terminal storage would have allowed EBMUD Lo pass through both the 

1976-77 and present droughts without imposing shortages on its customers. Of 

course, the cost of avcrii~ig shortages in this way can be very high, as discussed in the 

next section. 

Another szt oi' runs was made to cxamine the impact o i  reducing the EBMUD 

lcrgct stciragc levels for October 1 .  111 crsencc, rdncing this targct would mean that 

EEMCD was willi~ig to allow sioi.;igc ltvcis tu Jr-op lower during drought. Intuitively, 

such a change i n  operating psoccdure should rcdiice the frccjuency o i  moderate 



shortages, while increasing the risk of major shortages. With a demand of 240 mgd 

and a target carryover storage of 161 kaf (ahout half the norma! level), EBMUD would 

not have experienced any shortages ovcr the historical record. Even at a demand of 

300 mgd with a carryover target storage of 202 kaf (again, half the normal level), 

EBMUD would have only experienced a single shortage episode over the 62 years of 

record-a 25 percent reduction in 1977. Although the possibility of major shortages 

must be acknowledgcd, this analysis indicates that a relaxation in carryover storage 

requirements may be worth consideration, particutarly if EBMUD has confidence in its 

ability to purchase additional supplies during severe drought. 

Runs were also made to examine the impact on drought shortages of building 

an earthquakeproof aqueduct across the Dctta. The effect is minimal. The reason is 

that EBMUD practice (and the standard model assumption) is to let terminal storage 

drop below earthquake-security minimums during severe drought under the 

assumption that the conjunction of severe drought with a major earthquake is very 

unlikely. Thus, while an improved aqueduct would give EBMUD greater protection in 

the event of an earthquake, it provides minimal improvement during periods of drought. 

A series of runs was made to examine the possible impacts of a water 

marketinglconjunctive use program. In such a program, EBMUD would reduce 

releases from Camanche Reservoir into the Mokelumne River (but not below 

environmental minimum tlows) during dry ycars. However, as downstream water 

rights are already fairly limited in dry ycars, and environmental regulations will still 

require releases, water purchase or conjuilctive use agreements with downstreain 

water rights holders are not sufficient, by themselves, to assure adequate supplies 

during pmlongcd drciughts. 

Finally, runs urci.e made ti) cxaminc the impacts of  increasing ihe miniinurn 

tlow standards in ~ h c  ~lokclumni? River hclow Carnaiichc Rcscrvoir. The standards 

used in the model were those propo.scd hy  the DFG. Thc proposed releases are 



markedly higher than currently required. The impacts on EBhfUD are significant, with 

a greatly increased freyuency and severity of shortage. The model also shows that 

these impacts could he greatly reduced through increased terminal storage, reduced 

base demand, and/or dry-ycar market transfers. 

We close this description of the model with a caveat. Its predictive power 

should not be overstated. The period of record is selaavely short (62 years), future 

weather patterns may be statistically different and, of course, the operation of 

EBMUD is hoth more complex and less consistent than implied by the rigid 

relationships of a model that necessarily abstracts and simplif'ies. 

3. Cost Estimation of Reservoir Options 

3.1. Cost Concepts 

Before a systematic economic analysis to quantify the costs of proposed 

reservoir projects is undertaken, a brief explanation of cost concepts is necessary. 

This study will focus mainly on financial, or market-hased costs, hut will also bricfly 

consider nonmarket costs such as tilose arising from environmental impacts. The 

monetization of these nonrnarkct costs is beyond the scope of the study. However. 

relative magnitudes will be indicated where relevant. 

To determine the effective unit cost of water supplied by the proposed projects, 

we use three varianrs: (1) unit cost calciilated over the defined planning horizon. 

(2) unit cost calculated over the approximated lifetime of reservoir projects, and 

(3) unit cost of a perpetuity (a pro-jcct that providcs henel'its "frirever"). The concept 

most often t.mp1oyi.d in the comparison of clifkreilt possihle capital oxpcnditures is 

that of economic i.ijiiivalcnt unit ccisl over a clel'itied planning horizon. This is the 

standard mclhod cn~pl,)ycd by iiic Cliliiori~ia Dcpiir-tmont of LVatcr Resources IDWR); 

see for example (DWR, 1990). EBMUD has ilcfit~cd its planning horizon to he 



between 50 and 100 years. Since EBMUD presents some data for an 80-year 

operation period, this time span will be used as  an approximation of the lifetime of 

various projects. 

The econttmic equivalec1t unit cost of a project is the ratio of the equivalent 

annual cost to the annual "water supply accomplisliments" for the prosect under 

consideration. Since the objective oC the project is to create a standby water supply 

capable of alleviating hardships during drought, rather than a yearly or even daily on- 

line supply. the water supply accomplishments are defined to be the water actually 

delivered in drought years that otherwise would he unavailable. 

In practice, it is conventional to evaluate costs tlmting the zero project year as 

the year water deliveries begin or, in this case, the year water deliveries are possible 

if a drought occurred. Negative years ;ind thus a present value factor greater than one 

are assigned to the planning and construction period. In this manner, the years of 

actual operation are iaheled 1 to 30 and I to 80 for the planning horizon and lifetime 

calculations, respectively. The results are matlicmatically equivalent to designating 

the start of planning as the 0 year and then incorporating 30 or 80 years of operation 

after initial operating condiiions are achieved. 

The present valse factor is (1 i- rj-1" where r is the real discount rate and n is 

the year under consideration. The present value cost allocation for each year is the 

product of the cost and the prcsent value factor associated with that year. In the final 

analysis the sum of the present value of the costs for each year, o r  equivalently the 

total present value cost, of [lie project is mtlltipiied hy the capital recovery factor to 

arrive at the equiva1cnt anniiai cost. The I'cirmuia uscd in suhscquent calcuiations is 

dcrived in Appendix B. 

-file watcr siipply accor~?plislimc:nts of each projcct 2i.e cvaluatcd using the 62- 

year hydrological rccord availahic t'ol ihc 3~fokeluinne Rivcr :vatcrshcd. Since, as just 



noted, the measure of accomplish~nents is based on an intermittent use of additional 

water made available by the project during a drought, and the planning horizon is 

defined to be 30 years, a yeariy average of the water supply accomplishments of the 

project based on the full hyd~*ological record will he employed. Economic equivalent 

unit water cost is the equivalent annual cost divided by the average annual project 

yield. 

3.2. Reservoir Options 

In the present analysis of reservoir options, we restrict our attention to 

Buckhorn and Los Vaqueros, the principal proposals in EBMUD's Final EIR (1989). 

Consideration of these two will elucidate the impact of reservoir construction on the 

ability to deliver water to customers and the effective cost of the water delivered. 

However, if the earthquake-secilrity and drought ptoblcms are decoupled (as we 

show in Appendix A), nonterminal reservoir options can also be considered as drought 

solutions. Thus, a third reservoir option which appears to have some merit, namely 

the extension of the Patdee Reservoir dam, could also be included. We refrain from 

doing so as reliable cost figures are not yet avaiiable. 

The water supply accomplishments of additional reservoir storage are 

calculated using the computer model of the EBhlUD system described in the preceding 

section. Figure 3.1 is an example of one run of the model. The hats extending down 

from the top of the grdpli indicate an occul.rcnce of a water shorr~ge below the nominal 

demand level, and the oscillating line across the middle of the graph represents the 

total amount of water in storage at any time ovci. the 62-yeat. hydroiogical data sct. 

The assumptioils of tile model which most dil.ectly inl'lucnce the water supply 

accomplishments of [lie proposed optiotls are: ( I !  ~ h c  specified acceptable supply 

~hortage-25 percent in this run-in time ( ~ f  drotigllr and (2) tile target reservoir 

system invcniory carryover pscdictcd o n  Api.il 1 and spccii'icd for October 1 in 2ny year 



of 1.2 times the annuat demand level. Priorities interact in an interesting way, as 

noted in the preceding section. Water is delivered to the customers at the full demand 

level as long as  the carryover target is not violated. If this level of deliveries will 

result in a violation of the carryover target, deliveries are curtailed with the maximum 

reduction being the specified acceptable shortage. If the maximum reduction will still 

not keep the total reservoir storage above the target carryover, then this criterion is 

violated with the reservoir storage system being drawn down below 1.2 times annual 

demand. 

The adherence to these criteria results in predicted total water supply 

shortages over the course of a 62-year hydrological cycle for a range of demand levels 

for the current reservoir system (zero additional storage) and for an augmented 

reservoir system with 50, 100. or 135 kaf of additional capacity as presented in 

Table 3.1. Note that the total shortages are greater with the 39 percent accepvable 

reduction. The resultant total water supply accomplishments of various reservoir 

options are derived from the differctlce hetween the shortage in the base case (zero 

additional storage) and the shortage with the specified capacity enhancement. Water 

supply accomplishments tend to be ?Eater for the 39 percent acceptable reduction 

policy because the averted shortages are greater. At the 210 tngd demand level, any 

of the additional storage capacities results in no shortages; in particular, the 1977 

shortage is avoided. However, at the 240 demand level, the 1977 shortage still occurs 

with an additional 50  kaf of storage, is ameliorated somewhat with 100 kaf of 

additional storage wit11 39 pcrccnt acceptable reductions, and is cornpicrely eliminated 

with 145 kai' of additional storage. At the 270 mgd demand ie\~el, additional storage 

eliminates most of the si~oi.tagcs olhcr than that of 1977; illis shortage still vccurs 

bccausc the rcso.vnir system enters the ycar 1977 \vith a 1ov;er inventory than it 

would under a Iiwer demand. If lhc water supply accomplish~ncnts are annualized 



Table 3.2. 

The costs for the various reservoir options are derived from estimates in the 

EBMUD Final EIR (1989) and supporting documents. Table 3.3 lists the capital 

costs, initial filling costs, and estimated annual operating expenses which include 

refilling costs for Buckhorn and Los Vaqueros Reservoirs of specified capacity 

dedicated to EBMUD. To estahlish a baseline figure, treatment costs for Los 

Vaqueros are not included. If Los Vaqueros is fully integrated into the EBMUD 

system, then i t  may be possible to clfcctively mix 10 percent Los Vaqueros water 

with EBMUD's current delivery systern and not violate current health standards. If 

Los Vaqueros is wholly or partially filled with surplus Sierra water-a likely 

possibility-then this is, in turn, the more likcly. Additionally, CCWD will have 

excess capacity at treatment plants dedicated to Los Vaqucros. As CCWD demand 

grows, summer excess capacity is likely to disappear. hut winter excess capacity will 

remain. Finally, the proposed modular design of CCWD's treatment plant allows for 

construction of additional capacity dedicated to ERMUD. These possibilities for 

incorporating Los Vaqueros inio the EBhIUD and CCWD systems suggest that 

EBMUD's estimate of Los Vac]ueros treatment costs is excessive. 

For the planning horizon and approximate lifetime equivalent unit cost 

calculations, a three-year construction period i'ollowed hy one year for initial filling of 

the reservoir is assumcd. To establish a lower hound on unit water costs, in the 

perpetuity calculation, the construction time and filiii~g time are neglected and it is 

assumed that benefits derive kotn the pro,jects immediately. 

'The rilsulriilg unit costs !'or ihc ranpi: 01' t.eservoir options under consideration 

are presented iii Table 3.4. For ;i 39 pcrccnt a~ccptilhle xdiictian, an 80-year lifetime. 

a 4 percent i.eal iiiicrest rare, and 210 ingd dernand iihc demand icvcl in the table 

closest lo the historic high of 220 mgd), lhe cost per ;rf for a 145 kaS reservoir at 



Buckhorn Canyon is $8,265.83. Of course, tile cost is lower at higher demand levels; 

at 300 mgd, for example, it falls to just $1,195.12. As we shall see, this range is far 

higher than those calculated for some of the alternatives for meeting periodic 

shortages. One apparent anomaly is the high cost of water at the 240 ~ n g d  demand 

level; however, this can he expiained by the same argument presented above in 

describing the water supply accomplishments. At the 240 mgd demand level, 

additional storage will slightly or not at all alleviate the 1977 shortage; whereas, at 

higher demand levels, the 19'77 shortage is not alleviated but other shortages not 

occumng at the 240 mgd are alleviated and, at lower demand levels, the 1977 shortage 

is totally eliminated. 

Assuming EBMUD's estimates are correct, i t  is clcar that Los Vaqueros water 

would be more expensive than Buckborn water for the reservoir capacity options 

investigated, presumably bccausc the terrain at Buckhorn-a relatively narrow 

canyon-is better suited to dam construction. On the other hand, given that a smaller 

Los Vaqueros will he built even without EBhlUD's participation, the environmental 

impacts associated with EBMUD's participation in Los Vaqueros are likely to be far 

less than those lzsulting from construction at Buckhorn. Also significant are the high 

costs of dam extensions if a smaller capacity Buckhorn reservoir is initially 

constructed. If weather patterns of the recent past change significantly, the option of 

maintaining the Buckilorn sitc Soi' a full-size t~escrvoir, i.e., not constriicting a smaller 

reservoir now, may he quite valuable. 

The most striking Scalure (if this analysis, the very high cost of water per af 

under any of the options considered, points to thc difficuliy and expense of attempting 

to solve an intern~iiteni prohlem (d rou~h t i  wiih a permanent increment to storage. As 

will be shown in later sections, ii~tei.mi~tcni siilutions to intci~mittcnr problems can he 

much moix cost i.Ci'i.ciive. In  i)ilics words, i f  wc only necd the exira \vatcr 

occasionally, i c  inay be cheaper to rent than to buy. 



3.3. Effect of Increased In-Stream Flows 

During the current drouglit, heightened concerns have developed over the level 

of flow in the Mokelumne River. As noted earlier, the DFG has made 

recommendations for flows in the river to protect in-stream uses. The adoption of 

these recommendations would have a very significant impact on EBMUD's operation 

of Pardee and Camanche Reservoirs and on its ahility to deliver high quality Sierra 

water to its customers. EBMUD and DFG are currently involved in negotiations to 

determine future flow rates. The following analysis assumes that the DFG's 

recommendations are adopted. The  incorporation of these increased flow 

requirernents into the computer model results in a very st~hstantial increase in the 

frequency and sc~ef i ty  of shortages incurred. hloreover. reservoir levels can get 

drawn down to nearly zero. Although this is not realistic, for purposes of this study, 

we adhere to the operation criteria indicated previously. In severe shortages the 

criteria would presumahly he altered to provide some measure of security, but the 

alteration is likely to he specific to the particular situation of the drought incurred and 

is therefore not modeled here. 

The total supply shortages and water supply accomplishments that would 

result over the course of ihe 62-year hydrological record, if the flow recommendations 

are adopted, are presented in Tahle 3.5. Given the reservoir costs developed in the 

previous section and the water supply accompiishments under enhanced flow 

conditions, unit water costs are calculated and presented in Tahle 3.6. Looking at the 

same configuration as we did f i ~ r  current llow requirements, the cost per af is 

S;1.500.69. Not surprisingly, since shoriages are now mucli !nore frequent, tl-iese costs 

represent n signiric;~iit deerc3se over ihc p~.evio~ii case. However, as just noted, the 

calculation is prcihahly ~inrcalis:ic, sincc ilic irnplicd di~awdowii (IS the reservoirs would 

presumahly lead to a c'hiiiigc i n  ihe i>pci.aiic>iIiii esileria assumed in the model. 



4. Cost Estimation of Conjunctive IlselWeter Exchange Options 

Conjunctive use options, by which we mean those involving use of both ground 

and surface water, combined with water exchanges or water marketing, address the 

intermittent nature of the dronght problem. Since nearby irrigation districts, most 

importantly WID, and also some riparian users, have both groundwater reserves and 

surface water entitlements, the idea is to work out an agreement in which one or more 

of these agencies or individuals pump additional groundwater in dry years, thereby 

freeing some of their surface entitlcments. EBMUD might then purchase the surface 

water. Alternatively, EBMUD might pay the costs of pumping groundwater and also 

subsidize groundwater recharge during normal or wet years. 

Three possible programs are investigated in this section. The list is not ail- 

inclusive of the variants o f  conjunctive use options, hut a plausible range of 

possibilities is considered. Assessments are based on current instream flow 

requirements, but we consider also the implicatirins of more stringent requirements. 

The first two options specifically address the issue of groundwater depletion in 

San Joaquin County, in particular groundwater depletion in the vicinity of the 

Mokclumne River (Brown and Caldwell, 1985). In both options, water right holders 

downstream from Camanche Reservoir reduce thcii* use of surface water in dry years 

and make up the deficit hy pumping groundwater. EBhlUD covers the cost of 

acquisition of groundwater for farmers. Thc two options explored here diverge only in 

the proposed EBMUD iiivestmcnt in the acquisition of watcr for the farmers. In the 

first, existing wells are utilized and EBMCD subsidizes the energy cost of  pumping 

the water to the surface. 111 the sec(inC[, EBXICD stihsidizes in addition iiic cost of 

constructing nciv wells and ailnual rnai~zrenance. I n  eit!ici. case, in i+ci ycars EBMLIL'D 

provides cnccsi watcr lo  !lie dowi~stseain ;~~l'icliIttli'li! iisci's ti) supplani exisling 

groundwater use and/or io enhance gsound\\~atcr recharge. Thc third option is direct 



water purchases by EBMUD Fro~n downstream water right holders (or others) in dry 

years. 

In all of the options, both parties to the agreement are better off after the 

agreement is in place. In all, as we shall show, EBMUD obtains water that it can 

deliver to its customers during droughts at far lower cost than is possible from the 

reservoir options. In the first two options, the downstream right holders receive the 

same amount of water. The only dit'fei.ence is that groundwater is substituted for 

surface water. Additionally, the local groundwater aquifer is enhanced, reducing future 

pumping costs. In the third option, the farmers receive a payment for the water which 

they are willing to accept; farmers will only he willing t accept a payment which fully 

compensates them for the expected profit that will be lost if they forgo the use of some 

quantity of water. The local groundwater aquifer could also be enhanced in this option, 

if farmers choose to leave some land fallow in dry years. However, if farmers replace 

the transferred surface water with groundwater, the aquifer will deteriorate at a 

greater rate. Therefore, for the third option to be viable given the groundwater deficit 

problem in San Joaquin county, some land must he left fallow in dry years. 

The computer model is employed to assess these options with an additional 

operational criterion which supersedes all others to determine the years in which 

water transfers occur. The water transfer decision criterion is based on the predicted 

October 1 reservoir system carsyover as calculated on April I and is triggered by the 

level of Carnanche Reservoir. The system goal is to keep Pardce Reservoir full. If it 

is predicted that Catnariche will become too low and thus water will have to be drawn 

from Pardee, then the water transfer is institnted. The volurne of the transfer is 

calculated to he the masim~im possihle up tcr thc poin t  where in-stream flow 

requirements will hc violated. This maximum volurnc derivcs from the quantity of 

downstream water rights ~~!iic!i,  i n  L!:TII. arc hascd 011 the type of  year (wet or drv) 

that actually docs occur. The (ir~iisi'cr voliimcs rcprescnt the dif~ereilce hetwcen the 



releases that would be necessary to satisfy downstrcam water rights and the 

reieases necessary only to satisfy flow requirements. These transfer volumes 

assume 40 percent transit losses resulting from seepage and illegal diversions. Some 

surface water may still be available to Earniers depending on [he nature of the tlow 

requirements. In particular, if  tlow requirements are higher between Canlanche 

Reservoir and agricultural diversion locations than they are further downstream, the 

difference may still he diverted ior ag~icultural use. After a transfer occurs, the criteria 

are the same as hefore: incur a shortage and then allow the carryover to fall below 

1.2 times annual demand. 

With this configuration, an example of the model output is given in Figure 4.1. 

The dark bars extending up from the hoitom of the graph indicate the volume of water 

transfer that occurs for the given year. The total supply shortage and water supply 

accomplishments over the 62-year hydrological record for the conjunctive use program 

are presented in Tahle 4.1. I n  Table 4.2 tile reduction in releases resulting from the 

transfer program and the actual watcr rraiiskrs (60 percent of release reduction) are 

shown. Note, in comparing Tables 4.1 and 4.2, that the total reduction in releases is 

greater than the total water supply accomplishments. This disparity occurs because 

the transfers are instituted as of April 1 based on predictions of carryover volume for 

October 1. Therefore, the total l,eduction in releases may not [ranslate directly into 

water supply accomplishments if, ior example, runoff or rainhll after April 1 is greater 

than predicted. t\t this stage o T  development, the model does not incorporate daily 

adjustments that would be available under real operations. 

.4s in the discussion of rcscrvoir options, we see an apparent anotnaiy at a 

demand levci of 240 mgd. Total water siipplp ticcomplishmeilts of zero result at this 

level hecause the i.o!liiinctiw, iise prograin docs not ;imcliosatc the 1977 drought. By 

contrast, at tixi: 210 mgd ticrncind ie\.cl, tlic I977 shostagi: is coinplctely elirninaied. 

This rcsults ii.om iiie ordescd na1ul.i: oi the criteria and thi: system storage projections 



on April 1 for October 1. At the 240 mgd demand level, before the institution of a 

conjunctive use program, a supply shortage occurs and the carryover target is violated. 

With a conjunctive use program in place, a transfer occurs, a supply shortage again 

occurs, and the carryover target is agaiit violated. Thus, in both cases the complete 

39percent supply shortage occurs hut, with the institution of a conjunctive use 

program, the drawdown of the reservoir system below the carryover target is less 

severe, which enhances water supply security for the next year. At the 210 mgd 

demand level, the institution of a water traiisfcr affects the carryover prediction and, 

therefore, a supply reduction is not instituted. 

To complete the calculation of the unit cost of water, the costs associated with 

each transfer mechanism must he determined. In the first option where existing wells 

are used and EBMUD subsidizes the pumping costs, the following assumptions are 

made: (1) the approxirnate average depth to groundwater in the area concerned is 

65 feet (derived from Brown and Caidwell, 1985); (2) the average well pump energy 

consumption is 1.75 kilowatt hours (kwh) pcr at' per Soot raised (Brown and Caldwelf, 

1985, supporting data); (3) thc average cost of encrgy is $0.0633125 per kwh 

(average summer price hased on Pacific Gas and Eicctric (PG&E) agricultural rate 

schedule AG-SB, a reasonahlc assumption reflecting the unknown excess capacity of 

existing wells); and (4) planning and adininistlative costs of 15 percent are added 

(following standard cnginecring/economic cost accounting practice). 

Resultii~g unit costs based o n  these assumptions and calculated over a 30- 

year planning Iiorizcitl are pl-esci~tod in Table 4.3. Since cxpectcd costs and benefits 

are utilized and it is assiimod t11at a sl~oriage can occur in any given year with equal 

probability bascd oil liistorical avoragcs. LIIC unit costs of ~ v a ~ c r  are independeni of the 

discount ratc for thc first optioil. Tlio striking rtilsrili is that unit costs are lar lower- 

by 3s iniicl~ as iwo LO il~r'ci' ordei-s u f  inagi~itudc---iiim cc>r.rcsponding resi.rvoir cos~s .  



For a 39 percent acceptable reduction, a 4 pcrcent real interest rate, and 210 mgd 

demand, the cost per af under the first option is just $5.73. 

For the second option, five additional assumptions are necessary: (1) the cost 

of construction of a well, including pump raied at 2,000 gallons per minute (GPM), is 

$25,000 (based on inyuiries of local drillers and pump distributors); (2) each pump 

undergoes a major overhaul every five years costing $2,500 (based on inquiries of 

pump distributors); (3) if each pump is operated an average of approximately 18 hours 

per day For 6 months of the year. then 33 wells are required to extract the maximum 

transfer capzcity; (4) the cost c ~ f  energy is $0.03907 (based on summer off-peak rate 

from PG&E agricultural rate schedule AC-5B, the off-peak rate is utilized because a 

preliminary calculation revealed that a greater number of pumps operating in only off- 

peak hours i s  less expensive than fewer pumps operating continuously); and 

( 5 )  annual operation and maintenance costs per well are, net of energy and overhaul 

costs, $1,000 per well. Resulting unit costs of water based on these additional cost 

assumptions for the second conjunctive use option are also presented in Table 4.3. 

Neither option has been optitnizcd with respect to well sizing and operational 

parameters. Some ilexihility exists, such as the opportunity to operate wells for 

12 additional hours each weekend at summer off-peak rates. In reality. an 

intern~ediate option, where wells are jointly financed and used, is more likely to evolve 

because, in the second option, the new wells are only used in dry years. Again, 

however, the costs ai-i, strikingly lower--hy one to two orders of magnitude-than for 

the reservoirs. For rhz low (210 mgd) demand scenario. the cost per af is $105.75. 

The third option, as noted above, is direct water purchases by EBMLrD from 

the downsri.cam right holders. Wow ltlrpc a payment might they rcyuire in order to be 

willing to give up ihc \saics? \Vc Ihve jusr secn that one alternative to the use of chc 

foregone surface wuicr, namely, piiinpirip additional gt-cit!t-idwaier, would en~ai l  costs 

ranging iapproxiina~irly] ii.om $5 pcr a f i o  SIO5, dcpcnding oil wlrat one assumes about 



the need for new wells. If these cost cstilnates are reasonahle, then an offer of not 

less than $105 per af ought to he sutficicnt to induce substantial sales. In this case 

the farmer has the option of taking the money and using it to simply replace the 

surface water with groundwater. Of course, farmers (or districts) without access to 

groundwater might require a larger payment. They, and for that matter some farmers 

having acccss to groundwater, (night let at least a portion of their land lie fallow for a 

year. Others might switch to less water intensive crops, and still others might adopt 

water saving irrigation methods. These adjustments, which do not involve additional 

pumping of groundwater, may in fact he socially preferred, as they would not aggravate 

the overdraft prohlem. 

Here we need to mention a recent and significant institutional innovation. In 

1991 a State Water Bank was created, for the purpose of facilitating transfers from 

those districts with water to sell to those who wanted to buy. The Bank set the 

prices: $125 per af to sellers, and $175 pcr af to buyers. It is interesting to note that 

the price to sellers was calcuiated to "yield a net income to the farmer similar to what 

the farmer would have earned frotn farinirjg plus an additional amount to encourage the 

farmer to enter into a contract with a new and untried Water B a n k  (DWR, 1992, 

p. 5). The price to huyers did no1 include conveyance costs (the energy costs of 

pumping the water from the Delta for State Water Project contractors, and the energy 

costs plus a facilities fee for noncontractors). That is, huyers would have to pay $175 

per af plus conveyance costs. Assuming. the Rank is continued heyond 1991, and tlic 

price schedulc rcmains thc same, ihi: downstream right holders on the Mokelumne 

River could sell water for $125 per 3s. Similarly, EBMCD could huy water for $175. 

Conveyance costs iiould presumably he low, as EUh,fUD has a pumping station at the 

western edge o f  LIIC Della. where the ;~qi:eductr, emcrgi:. Elowevcr, an alternative 

marketing arrangcrncnt inighr hc inadc bctivecn EBMCD and the dnwnstreir~m right 

holders directly, i.c. ivithout tile ini(:i.mc.diatic?n oi' thc Bank. .'i dircct trtinsSet at any 



price between $125 and $175 plus conveyance costs would, in theory, leave both buyer 

and seller better off. The opportunity for a mutualIy beneficial transaction will exist so 

long as there is a difference hetween the huying and selling prices set by the Bank, 

since the transfer is accomplished simply and costlessly by leaving additional water in 

Pardee Reservoiu. 

However [he conjunctive useiwater transfer arrangement works, it is evident 

that the much lower unit costs of water obtained in this fashion result both from the 

intermittent nature of the arrangement and the disparity in cost between. on the one 

hand, pumping groundwater and, on the other, building and maintaining surface 

reservoirs for the first two options, and the disparity in the (marginal) value of water 

to farnlers and to urban users for the third option. 

We suggested earlier that EBMUD could contrihute to groundwater recharge 

in normal or wet years at very low cost. In most years, as evidenced by the number of 

transfer years indicated in Table 4.2, the hfokelumne watershed provides excess 

water. As calculated hclow Sor the more conservative case of increased instream 

flows, an average of over 200 kaf per year ot' water is not appropriated in two-thirds of 

the years in the hydrological record. EBMUD has rights to approximately half of this 

water or 100 kaf. This excess water creates the opportunity to supplant existing 

groundwater use in wet years and also for spreading operations to further augment 

groundwater recharge. Existing conveyance facilities would he used to deliver water 

to supplant groundwater use within irrigation distsicts. These f~cili t ics are currently 

used below their capacity. Two low-cost options for spreading are also apparent. 

Irrigation district canals are ctnpty five to six monihs per year. The first option would 

opcn and fill thest. canals in wet years. The r ~ t h c r  Ial'gs canal secpagc losses would 

effccriveiy augment curscnt seciiasgi. r;?!cs. The second op:ion includcs the Eirs~ hut 

proceeds one sicp i'ui'iher; rimict is divested from ihe canals into some portion of tile 

approximately i d  pei.ccrlt of  ihc fields 1ir;il are not orchard or vineyard (EBMUD, 



1990). This fttrther spreading could greatly enhance recharge and perhaps provide 

winter waterfowl habitat as well. The costs associated with these spreading options 

have not been estimated and are, therefore, not included in our cost calculations. 

However, these costs arc not cxpected to he large since existing conveyance facilities 

are utilized. There wollld perhaps he labor effort. which would carry an out-of-pocket 

cost, though the true opportunity cost of the farmers' time during the winter might he 

close to zero. Of perhaps greater importance are the institutional barriers that must 

be overcome before commencement of water exchange and water spreading activity. 

EBMUD's current water right allows for the diversion of up to 364 kaf per year for 

beneficial use within its service area; the water exchanges and spreading operations 

would not be inside EBMUD's current service area. Additionally, acquisition of water 

that is not currently appropriated in very wet years may present difficulties if flow 

requirements are increased. 

As discussed earlier, DFG has recommended increased flow requirements for 

the Mokelumne River. The cffcct of the proposed requirements under the conjunctive 

use options, and the resulting water supply accomplishments, are shown in Table 4.4. 

Note that the total volume of shortages over the 62-year hydrological record is vastly 

increased above the level for ihe saine options wiih existing ilow requirements. In 

Table 4.5 the reduction in releases, implied water transt;3rs, and the number of years in 

which transfers or surpluses occur for the 62-year record are presented. Additionally, 

the average annual surplus 01' the Mokciumne watcrshcd, for years in which rcleases 

occur with no specific iise identil'icd cxccpl ~naiiilaining tlood-safety margins, is shown 

in Table 4.5. Finally, the unit costs of' watcr supplied for the conjunctive use options 

under these enhrinccd in-strcain ilow requircmcnts arc prcscntcd in Table 4.6. Note 

that, for option 2, the costs arc iowcr than tlic. comparable costs under current iloiv 

rcyuiremc~tts. For cxarnplc, ihc. cost per af i n  illc most cvpcnsive sccn;~rio, involving 

option 2 under 101v denland, i';llls froin E105.75 to just S42.28. The lower costs 



presumably 'esult from the spreading of well construction costs over the larger 

volumes of water transfers cailed for in the enhanced flow regime. 

Again, as with the comparison of unit costs for reservoir and conjunctive use 

options under existing flow reqi~iremcnts, the cost of supplying water with higher in- 

stream flow requirements is far lower for the conjunctive use options than the 

comparable reservoir options, although the disparity is reduced. These findings 

suggest that a conjunctive use/water exchange or water marketing scheme would be 

the least-cost drought contingency measure. We believe that this is true but only in 

part. Recall that upstream water rights are limited in dry years so that not all of a 

projected EBMUD shortage can be macie up hy the kinds of transfers discussed in this 

section. In a sufficiently dry year, the main user of Camanche Reservoir water, the 

Woodbridge Irrigation District, could gct as little as 30 kaf-less than half of its 

normal consumption and ahout llalf of what EBMUD would require to make up a 

25 percent shortage. Water trans1i.r~ might, of course, be sufficient if purchases could 

be made, in addition, from other water districts, through a mechanism such as the 1991 

State Water Bank. 

5. Consumer Surplus Loss Due to a Price-Induced Reduction in Water 
Consumption 

5.1. Introduction 

Thus far, we have conside~w! a variety of techniques to supplement water 

supplies during pet.iods of droiighl. Onc impoi.tant alternative available to water 

district managers is to reduce demand to appi'opriattt levels tilrough pricing policy. In 

this case, altiiough rile actual cxpcndii~!se.; oil projccis which physically increase 

water supplies arc ah.qcnr, ~cd~ic t ion  oi' ivaccr demand rtlrough iticr.cascd priccs is not 

without cosi. U'iicn walcr ci)nsumprion i siicccssf'uily reduced hy incrcctscd prices, 



water users suffer a reduction in welfare as measured by consumer surplus loss. This 

consumer surplus loss can be uscd as the measure of the costs incurred from reducing 

water consumption through higher prices. Further, these costs can he used to 

compare price-induced demand reducrioii with other availahle options. 

In order to ascerrain the effect on EBMUD water users of a reduction in water 

use, it is necessary to know how consumers react to changes in water prices. While 

no definitive study has yet keen done for the East Bay, there have been a variety of 

studies conducted concerning residential demand for water in other regions. These 

studies attempt to theoretically model water demand and then statistically estimate 

the relative impacts of the determinants of the quantity of water consumed. While 

there is still considerable debate as to the theoretically correct water demand model, a 

number of empirical studies have hecn published focusing on various aspects of 

modeling water demand. 

Section 5.2 outlines the calculations necessary to compute the loss in 

consumer surplus due to a water use reduction of 25 percent in EBMUD. In 

section 5.3, the hest of the availahle studies arc described, evaluated, and used to 

suggest bounds on an cslimare of the lciss in consumer si1rp1u.s due to the price- 

induced reduction in consumption. Finally, the ~.esults are compiled, summarized, and 

compared to those ohtained in earlier sections. 

5.2. Cost of Reduced Water Const~ttlption 

In this section, the base st:iii,stics Tor water use hy EBlvlVD customers are 

descrihcd, along with :in introdi~ction t o  the noiion of consumer surplus and how it is 

calculated. In sliort. illis scition dcscrihes lhc c31ci1iatii1ns uscd in arriving at the final 

estimates of costs. 



5.2.1. Wafer Use i f f  the EBMUD 

All cost calculatic~ns done here arc rnade for water use in tlie EBMUD for the 

year 1987, the most recent "normal" year. At that time, population within the district 

consisted of 1.1 rnillion residents occupying 350,0iIO households. Daily water 

consumption was 220 million gallons. Since water demand studies are almost 

invariably conducted using monthly water demand data accounting for population in 

terms of households, a transformation is necessary to make thesc base numbers 

amenable to the studies to he used. Using tlie figure of 30.417 average days per 

month, average monthly water consumption per household in the EBMUD was 

19.1 19.2571 gallons. 

The studies olieu vary concerning the unit of measure for water consumption. 

This means it is necessary to compensate for thesc differences in order to use the 

results of these studies for comparison in the setting of East Bay water use. Some 

studies use units of thousand gallons while others use units of hundred cubic feet 

(ccfi .  This means that a transformation is necessary to normalize EBMUD quantities 

and prices to those used in each of the studies considered here. The necessary 

transformatiotl for water usc mcasured in thousand gallons is obvious; the 

transfo~mation for ccf is made using one at' of water as ihe basis for the transformation. 

One af of water is equivalent to 325,850 gallons and is also equivalent LO 435.6 ccf.1 

Thus, it1 units adapted for the siudies used, average inoi~thly water consumption for 

1987 was 19.1 19 thousand gallons or 25.5585 ccf. The proposed 25 percent reduction 

in water consumptic~n results in a tarfct at' 14.3303 thousand gallons or 19.1688 ccf ti,r 

the new lcvel of consulnptirin. 

in connecticin with the I I V O  ?i!lits oI' I ~ C ~ S U I . ~  t'crr consumption. two 

compiemcntary rncasiircs of water priccs must  also hir accoiintcd i'or in the studies. 

Fiir the EUMUD, lhc iruirgin::! pricz Slir wales i i l  1987 was $2911 pcr af. Using ihe 



same transhrmation as described above, we get a marginal price of $0.8899 per 

thousand gallons or $0.6658 per ccf.* 

5.2.2. Cottsurner Stupiris Loss 

To understand the economic concept of cons~lmer surplus, consider the graph in 

Figure 5.1. The demand curve is the set of points describing the maximum amount 

consumers are willing lo spend for a quantity of the good. Now consider the consumer 

purchasing at Q' when price is PO. Clearly this consumer was willing to pay more 

than she had to pay given the ec~uilihrium price. In other words, she received benefit 

from the good in exccss of what she paid for it. 'This additional benefit, the difference 

between willingness to pay and the price, derived by consumers purchasing a good at 

the market-equilibrium price, is called consumer surplus. If we consider all the 

consumers of this good then, graphically, consumer surplus is defined as ihe area 

under the market-demand curve and above the equilibrium price level. Given this 

definition, with an increase in prices, it is clear that lhere will he a resulting consumer 

surplus Loss as this area is diminished, all other demand factors the same. As can be 

seen in Figure 5.1, when price rises from PO to P', quantity demanded falls from Qo to 

Q1.  The area representing lost consumer surplus is the area (A + B). 

Mathetnatically, this area is calculated for the gencrsl demand function as 

(1) CS loss = $: Q(P) dp. 

where Q(P) is the dcmand fuilciion and CS is consumcr surplus. In the case of a 

linear demand curve3, rhc calculation oi'consumcr surplus can be done wilh s in~ple 

geometry. The ci,itsurni:r .;u~.pI~is loss i:; arca coniained i n  thc appropriate rectungle 

and triangle. This a ~ a  is ~ a l ~ ~ l a t r i ' d  3s 



1 1  1 a CS iuss = Q ( P  - P") + ?(Q - Q') (P' - pa) - 
1 0  = (PI - Po) (gl + ;(Q - - Q1)) 

where, in the context of this analysis, QO is the initial level of consumption in 1987 

measured in thousand gallon or ccf units and Q~ is the target level of water 

consumption, 25 percent lower than the 1987 consumption level. The only remaining 

information needed to estimate the consumer surplus loss is the size of the increase in 

water price necessary to effect the targeted 25 percent decrease in quantity 

demanded. For that we turn to the several published water demand studies. 

5.3. Water Demand Studies 

The key to understanding the degree to wliich prices must change to generate a 

25 percent cutback in w;~ter consumption is the price elasticity of demand for water in 

the EBMUD. However, sincc no defi~iiiive study of water demand has been done. for 

the district, we utilize a variety of studics which have been cotlducted in other regions. 

Using these studies is a second-best approach, since they are not studies of water 

demand of EBMUD water users. Further, due to the lack of consensus as to the most 

appropriate method for modeling water demand or performing statistical estimates, 

these studies use a variety of differing techniques. As a result, the studies are 

described and assessed in terms of tile modeling and statisticai techniques as well as 

in terms of their applieahility to water demand in lilt EBMUD. Then, the respective 

estimaies of consirmer responsiveness to prices arc uscd to dcvelop an approximate 

range of potential consumer surplus losses which wouid he incurrird by reducing water 

consurnpiion hy 25 percent. 

5.3.1. T l 7 ~ ~ ~ > r ~ ~ t i c ~ i i  ;\fodl,i.r ( I I T ~  Sr(iri ,~~icoI ~.?c/?II ~ C , I I ~ ~ , T  

Onc ol' the ri~ost basic tlicosctical q i ~ c s l i o ~ ~ s  among rcscarci~crs is, l o  what 

measure of pike (lo consumers r c s p c ~ r ~ d ? ~  The controversy is grounded in the 



contention that, due to rnonrbiy or bi-monthly hiilings hased on often complicated 

block-rate pricing structures, consumers may not clearly know the price of the water 

that they consume. One possihle price specification is average price-total bill 

divided by quantity. In other words, consumers can read their total water consumption 

and charges from thcir hilling statement and then act accordingly. 

Another possible price spcciiication is marginal price. The idea that consumers 

respond to marginal price (the price of the next unit consumed) appeals to economists 

since consumer theory relies on marginal prices in explaining demand. Even if 

consumer responsiveness to prices is based on marginal price, the issuc of water 

demand is further complicated by the block-rate pricing structure employed hy water 

districts. This complicates the analysis because the price consumers face is not 

independent of their choice of quantity. In other words, the consumer can affect the 

marginat price paid hy consuming in different blocks. To account for this complexity, 

the Taylor-Nordin (see Taylor, 1975, and Nordin, 1976) price specification includes 

both the marginal price of water (the price of water in the block determined by quantity 

consumed) and a variable accounting for the difference between what was paid and 

what would have hecn paid if ihe marginal price were constant over all quantities. 

Because the Taylor-Nordin price specification has received relatively wide 

acceptance, no studics from before thc Taylor-Nordin publications are included. The 

acceptance of the Taylor-Nordin price specification does not mean that it is not 

without flaw, howevcr. For example, by dcfinition. the coefficient of the difference 

variable should he ey ual to the ncgative of the income coefficient; in empirical studies 

it is rarely equal. 

Once the desired price specification is cho:icn (for this report, tlic Taylor- 

Nordin spccificaiioni, i t  is nccess~~ry 10 cliirosc: 311 estimatiijn technique. Rccause 

water is priced using some form ol' ;l block-r~ic siruciure. ihc price paid for water is 

not indcpendcnt of  consumcri' purchases. Due to tlic poicniial lack oS iiidependznce 



between price and quantity consumed, coefficients estimated by the ordinary teast 

squares (OLS) technique may be biased. T o  deal with this, some studies use 

instrumental variahlcs o r  systems of equations techniques, whilc others resort to 

more clever specifications, and still others simply ignore the problem. The way in 

which the various studies address this problern is important in assessing the validity 

of the estimates. 

Many studies are conducted using survey data from individual households 

within water districts. This avoids the surprisingly diffictrlt prohlcm o f  aggregation of 

water consumption data, hut i t  may also make the results less illuminating as to the 

cost of reducing aggregate water coilsumprior~ for an entire water district. For studies 

which employ aggregate data, it is important to considcr Itow the aggregation of price 

data was conducted and how population is  justified. 

Finally, since responsiveness to price dcpends fundamentally on how long 

consumers have to adjust water use technology, the notion of long-run versus short- 

run price elasticities and tlir attendant consumer surplus loss is  important. Studies 

using cross-section data ale ahle to account for long-term acijustments in the water 

using capital  stock between sccticirls o f  thc data. This  is  because observed 

differences in the price variahle correspond to consumers in different regions facing 

different prices to which, over time, they have adjusted. Conversely,  studies 

employing time-series datti are able to account for the period-to-period partial 

adjustment in coi?si~mptitrn in rcsponsc to changing prices. Some studies use both 

types of data, hut not ;ill rfporr long-sun iii~d slioi.t-run rcsponscs. It seems that, to 

uiiderstand the cost of drought ilri.oilgil price-iiid~iced cuthacks in consumption, short- 

run responsiseiiess ro pl.iccs wtiiild psovidc [lie {nost a p p s o p r i a ( ~  ineasure ili 

consumer surplir:; lc!.%s. Hclwcvtr, g ivci~ tI?c lcilgtli O S  the current drotight. long-run 

elasticiiics may hc ~.clcv;in~ :i ii.~:ll. lVlic~ie;.;s possible, esriii~ated consuincr surplus 

losses will scport whclhcr the cstiinatc i i  i'iii. I ~ C  1o11g or short run. 



5.3.2. The Strt;tirs 

Each study is hricily sumrnarizcd and its cstirnatcd watcr demand equation 

reported. Because the specificatioti of each demand curve is so different and because 

this analysis focuses only on consu~nei  surplus loss, only the price terms of each 

equation will he included. Based on the coefficients of each study, an estimate of 

consumer surplus loss associated wit11 a 25 percent reduction in water consumption is 

calculated. 

Using time-series data from Tucson, Arizona, for the period 1974 to 1080, 

Agthe et 01. (1986) estimate both long-run and short-run price clasticities. During 

this time, Tucson used an increasing block-rate pricing schedule. The data used are 

aggregated and consumption is measured in ccC per household each month. The 

authors use the notion of ilie stock of water consuming capital goods and the 

uti1i;:ation rate to estimatc long-run and short-run elasticities, rrspectiveiy. Since 

data on water consuming capital stock arc unavaiiahle, tirne is used as a proxy. The 

demand equations are estimated with a simultaneous equations technique to correct 

for simultaneity hias. 

( 3 )  Long run Qi = 11.42 - 34.57 Pi - 2.45 Di + 

(4) Shortrun Q i = 4 7 . 1 7 - 2 0 . 1 6 P i - 1 . 3 h D i i  . . . .  

where D is the Taylor-Nordin difCcxrrcc variable. For this first study, the steps in 

calculating ihc consumer su;.plus loss \\-ill hi: cal.cl'ully outlined. Hereafter, the 

csii~nated loss will .;imply he statzd 3113 ihc emp1:;isis \vill be i:ii the characteristics of 

i!ic study. Thc cons~rn~er s u r p l ~ ~ s  loss is c;iiculatcd ;is descrihcd in sectii)n 5.2.2. In 

applying eqirciticin ( 2 i  i o  r i r i  ~lcmand ciirve. ~ v c  LISC iiic initial ciiiisurnpiion icvol of 

0' = 25.55k5 cci  pcr ircjusciiold pel. ~ i i c i t ~ t i ~ .  A 25 perczr~t redi!criiin in Q(' implies tl~ar 



the targeted consumption level Q' = 19.1668 ccf per household per month. '41~0, as is 

shown in section 5.2.1, the initial EBMUD price PO = $0.6657 per ccf. The question 

remaining is what level of price, pl ,  results in the targeted level of consumption, Q1. 

This is whcrc ihe dem;lnd equation is used. From the demand equation, we can solve 

for the price level which gives the desircd consuinption level assumi~lp no change in 

the difference variable or in the non-pricz variables. We have, for the long-run model, 

Since the price change is the only source of change in the model, it must be the case 

that 

Thus, 

and 

Now we can apply equation (2) using the values Q(', Q', Po, and P', as derived above. 

The result is that. for the long-ruil modcl, the consumer surplits loss is $4.14 per 

household per month wlrich i~-ai~:ilates illto $17,38X,OOU ot' annual consumer surplus 

loss for the EBbIUD. For the short-rrrn rncrdcl, similar calculations rcslilt in 

$7.0hmonrhly ciiilsilincr sii:.pIiis loss per iiouschold or $29,778,000 pcr year for thc 

district :is ;I wholc. 



Billings and Day (1989) use the same set of time-scries cross-section data 

from Tucson except that consumption is reported in thousand gallon units. It is not 

clear from the paper how population is controlled but, since the same data are used, it 

is likely that they are monthly observations of houscllold consi~mption. The authors 

estimate two models differing in the specification of price. One is an average price 

model where consumers respond to the variable defined by the total water bill divided 

by quantity consumed. The other is the marginai price model described in some detail 

in section 5.3.1. It is not expressly stated. but it appears that OLS was used to 

estimate the felationships. 0111y elasticities are reported in the model, making the 

calculation of consumer surpltis ic?ss slightly different. The ~nodcls alz: 

(5) ilvcmgc Price Llodcl Q, = Po + P,AP, i . . . . 

with cAP = -0.70 and 

(6) Marginal Price kllodel Q1 = Po + Pip, + P2D, + . . 

with E~ = -0.52 and E,, = -0.21. where E, denotes tilo price elasticity of  demand for 

water with respect to the x variable. Calculation of consumer surplus can be done 

noting that the elasticity of demand is the percentage changc in demand associated 

with a one percent change in price. We know that tile desired percentage change in 

demand is 25 pei.cenl. This gives 

5'; A Q  -.25 
El> = - = -- y$Ap (ZAP 

and, eqin\ dlcntly 



For the average price model, this implies that %AP = 3 5 7 1  which gives a PI of 

$1.2077 per thousand gallons. Computing the consumer surplus inss as before gives a 

welfare cost of $22,344,000 annually h r  the water district. Applying the same 

analysis to the marginal price inodcl gives a consumer surpl~is loss of $30,072,000 for 

the district each year. 

Note that the surplus loss for the marginal price model is very close to the loss 

calculated for the short-run model of Agthe r t  r d .  (1986): $30 million vs. $29.8 million. 

We would expect this, given that both use the same data set. In fact, we would 

expect the results to be identical, except that Agthe et ul. use a simultaneous 

equation technique, and i t  appears that Billiiigs and Day (1989) use OLS, wliich 

biases the estimated price coefficient downward (Henson, 1984). The bias 

presumably accounts Sor the difference in surplus losses: A weaker price effect means 

that price must be raised further to accoinplish the desired reduction it1 consumption, 

thereby increasing the loss in consumer surplus. 

Billings (1982) compares estimates of a new cyuation with a more 

conventional technique for which results were published in 1980 (Billings and Agthe). 

In the 1989 paper, the aurhors estimate the demand relationship with 01,s using the 

Taylor-Nordin price specification. Tile data are from Tucson over the period January, 

1974, to September, 1977. The only din'erence is t l ~ e  use of cents per ccf rather than 

dollars per ccf. The appropriate adjustmen: is made lor the welfare cost esti~nates of 

each set of cquations. Houscliold ohscr~atii ins are obtained and analyzed. The 

results and ivcll'are-cost c~!im:iws rcsuliing from this paper arc given below. 



The welfare loss associated with the linear model can he calculated as described in 

section 5.3.1 and results in consumer sui.pius loss of $18,144,000 for the entire water 

district. The authors include a log model in their analysis, which corresponds to a 

Cobb-Douglas demand iilnction. For such a dernand function. data are required to 

calculate the consumer surplus losses which are unavailable for this study. 

Billings (1982) prciposcs a different specification and then estimates the 

relationships with thc same data as the 1980 study. The proposed estimator is 

developed to eliminate the bias that occurs when cstimating with aggregate data in 

which measurement error may exist for Q. The estimator begins from the definition of 

total revenue and the estimation of that relationship, 

Since, by definition, 

then p can be interpreted as the 1nai.gina1 price to the consumer. Similarly, u can he 

seen as the difference variable. Estimation of the ei~uations of  the linear and double- 

log specil?caiions of this relationship were performed. The resuits arc 

The linear model provides 311 estimai-d ai~nual consumer surplus loss of $14,112,000 

for ER;IfUD. 

hlonci~i. (19871 cirmp~rc.~ r!ic i!i'k:ciivencss cii' pricing as 3 water consitrvation 

tool rci the ci'Scc;iivci?css of  nc,i?-price consci.v;~ti~~u tools i1s-d ciuring two droughts in 

Honolulu, Ela~vaii.  The Jaia arc siirvcy rcsimi1sc.s f rom individuai houi.eholds 



conducted over the 42 hi-monthly billing periods ending at the clilse of 11)81. Honolulu 

used a constant rate block-pricing schemc.5 The demand curve is estimated using the 

Fuller and Battesse (1974) method which accounts for hoth time-series and cross- 

sectional differences. Moncur reports hoth long-run and short-run price elasticities for 

the appropriate models. Thc inodcl rcpctrted hcre is the fifth in his paper. It includes a 

lagged consumpti013 term which is intended to accouirt for long-term changes in water 

consumption capital stock. Consumption is measured in thousand gallons per 

household. The rnodcl is 

and the reported long-run elasticity is -0.345; its short-run counterpart is -0.265. 

Using these elasticities, wc find ;I long-term consumer surplus loss of $45,318,000 

and a short-term loss of $58,L)68,000. 

Nizswiadomy and iclolina (1988')) use data on 101 houselrolds in Denton, 

Texas, for the summer months of 1076 ihrough 1985. During the years 1976-1980, 

consumers faced a decreasing hlock-rarc schcdulc; while in the years 1981-1985, they 

faced an increasing hlc~ck-rate sclrcdille. Since it is u~llikely tirat the EBMUD would 

resort to decliiiing hlock prices during a drought, the equations estimated for this 

period are excluded. The auilrors correct ihe similltatreity prohlems using two 

methods: an instrumental variahlcs technique introduced hy Tcrza (1%8h) and two- 

stage least squares (2SLS). TRe estimates did not dii'fer much, so the equation 

estimated hy 2.31,s is irrcludcd since that tcchnicjue is more generally knowil. 

Consutnption is mcasurcd in thoiisanJ g;i!liiii L I L I ~ ~ S .  Tirere is 110 menric~n of short-term 

and long-tcnn clasiiciiics. Tiic citim;rtcd cocfficicnt i)t' ilic diCfe~.ciici: variahlc is 

positivc 2nd statistical!) significant. 



(1.5) 2SLS Model Q, = -3.40 - 18.48 P, + 1.07 Dl + 

The price response in this model results in a consumer surplus loss of $18,186,000. 

Sehcfter arid David (1985) estimate the demand function using cross-section 

data for 1979 for 131 communities in Wisconsin. As opposed to most demand studies, 

average marginal price and average difference variable are used rather than the 

marginal price and ilil'i'c~.ence variable of the average consumer. The data appear to be 

for increasing blcrck rates. All estimations were performed with OLS; simultaneity 

problems are not addressed. The data are based on thousand gallon units of 

consumption. There is no mention of short-run and long-run elasticities. Since 

information about the distribution of consumers within the block structures was 

unavailable, five equatioils were estimated to illlow analysis of the sensitivity of tile 

estimation to varying assumptions on the distribution of consumers. The estimates of 

all equations using the notion of average marginal price and difference variable are 

very similar. The equation given below assumes that consumers are normaily 

distributed across the blocks and the valiance parameter is the same for all of the 

communities included in the study. It is interesting to note that of all the studies using 

a difference variable in the price specification analyzcd here, only- the equations in this 

paper have an estimated coefficient [hat appears very close to the negative of the 

coefficient of income. 

where I is income. LViill this miidcl, ihc cs~irnatcd coi-is~~mcr si~rplus loss resulting 

from a price-induccd 25 pcrccnt cuthack in ~vater cons~iinptii~11 is $67:575,000 per yc;r 

for thc district. 

Tile 1'iii;iI stitiiy {Wehci.. 1989) i s  i l ~ i l e \ \ o r i i ~ ~  hccausc i t  uses data Sson1 

EBMUD to csrimatc water tlcinai~d. TIx data cover :lit period January. 1981, to 



December, 1987, and are both time-series and cross-section in nature. The sections 

are represented by various "pressure zones," corresponding to elevations, in the 

district. These zones vary in terms of income, lot size and, most importantly, price (a 

surcharge based on the elevation of the zone). This provides the author with an 

opportunity to consider the long-run elasticity of demand. The technique used to 

estimate the pooled time-series cross-section data is not described, hut we believe it 

is OLS. It is stated that EBMUD uses a single-unit water rate, which we take to 

mean no rising or falling block vdtes. In this case OLS is appropriate, as the 

simultaneity problem does not arise. However, it appears that rising block rates were 

in effect for a substantial part of the study p e r i ~ d . ~  As noted earlier, this means that 

OLS estimates will be biased downward. 

Since this study is focuscd specifically on water demand in the EBhfUD, it 

could be argued that it, alone. should be sufficient in determining the welfare cost 

associated with increasing prices to leducc consumption in the EBMUD. However. 

there are difficulties with the study that in our judgment makes it worthwhile to 

include the results of the studies already described. One we have ,just noted is that 

results may he biased hy use of OLS. A second is that, in the period that the data 

cover, there is little or no variation in the price of water. The result is, as the author 

shows in estimating the time-series data only, the price ;.ariahie is not significan~ in 

explaining water consumption. Most variation in water consumption is attributable to 

changes in weather vnriahles. Vv"dile this inay be true when the price of water does 

not vary. it is not very hclpSi11 in determining how much water prices must change to 

induce a 25 pcrceni ri;ductioil in ci)nsttmption. Adding tile cross-sccticin data provides 

some variation in psicc at ;in? i inc  hiit  .stili noi ovcr tirnc. Esrii-iiaiion o i  tile pooled 

tirnc-scsics cross-scction rni)ilcl pri~vidci ihc aiiilior will-I ;in e.;timatcd elasiiciiy t 3 i  

demand 01' 



Using equation (3) with this elasticity, the annual col~sumer surpius loss is estimated 

to be $77,616,000. The very low estimated elasticity of demand explains why this 

measure of consumer surplus loss is greater than fur any other study. This leaves two 

possible conclusions: (1) EBklUD customers do not respoi-id as readily to changes in 

prices as water customers in other areas or (2) the lack of variahiiity in price over the 

study period, plus the use of OLS in the presence of rising block rates, bias the 

estimated elasticity toward -ccl.o. 

5. 4. Summary: Caveats and Co~nparison to Cost Estimates 

To confidently cotnpute and compare ihe estimates of consumer surplus loss, it 

is important to take into considct.arion the applicability and quality of the studies on 

which the estimates are based. For example, a demand curve estimated for rural 

water users may not be applicable to water demand by EBMUD customers. There are 

similar concerns associated with whcthcr tire data were aggregate or househaid-level. 

Theoretical issues, such as price specilica~ion and the estimation procedure followed. 

are important. Although the Taylor-Nordin lmar~innl  priceidiffcrence variahie) price 

specification seems to be well accepted, it is not universally used. The issue of the 

independence of price and consumption is still debated, leaving a question as to 

whether a systems of equations estimation technique is necessary. It is alsn 

informative to  know whether a weltare-loss csiimate is a long-run or short-run 

estimate or if the authors madc any rt.f:rcnce to thi? iiming coiiccpt. A summ3i.y of the 

papers irielitdetl hew inay he Sound i n  Tahlc 5.1. Inl'itrmation on the topics /iist 

rncntionci! is i i i c l ~ i J ~ d  > l o i ~ s  wit11 the :*early coiistltncl. sili~p111s loss cstimiitei 

associated with each o i  i!!c ~tniiics ;lnalyzcd. 'rhc cftini3t~'s r;iiigc from $I.!,] 12,000 



to as high as $77,616,000 of consumer welfare loss if EBMUD were to induce a 

25 percent cutback in water consumption irom 1987 1evi.l~ by raising prices. These 

consumer surplus losses may appear not comparable to the out-of-pocket costs of 

supply-side drought managcment techniques. In contrast to actual outlays, consumer 

surplus is the monetary measure of the aggregate benefit to consumers due to paying 

less than they wcre actually willing to pay. But note that the consumer surplus loss 

represents a real loss to water consumers as the price they have to pay approaches 

the price they are willing to pay. Since this loss is a monetary measure, it is, in fact, 

comparable to costs of the various supply-side techniques. 

To facilitate comparison of the costs of a price-induced cutback in water 

consumption to the other cctsrs, the consumer surplus losses reported above are 

transformed to the cost per af of reduced water consumption. Intuitively, there is little 

difference between this measure and the cost per aC of additional water supplies. A 

reduction in water consumption during periods of drought leaves more water in the 

system from which water districts draw their supplies. This results in a fie facto 

expansion in available water stocks. To convert the costs rcponed above to a "per af" 

basis, we must convert the projected 25 percent seduction in water consumption to af. 

Using the standard described in footnote I, we find that, for EBbIUD in 1987, this is a 

reduction in consurnption of 60 kaf7 Resulting coilsumcr surplus loss per af, ranging 

from a low of $229 per af to a high of $1,260 per af, is shown in Table 5.2. 

The range is, for the most part, helow that for the reservoir options hut above 

that for conjunctive use. This suggests that conjunctive use, combined with water 

exchange or water marketing, as descrihcd in the preceding section, would be the 

least-cost altcl-native for iiciiling \vitii a tc~~lp!.~l.;lry sli!)i.tage. Hii t  recall, again. that in 

a dry year, and in [lie absence of a rni.clianism likc the i991 Statc 1Vatc1. Baiik, there 

would not he cni~iigii \vatcr available to inilet the prc?jectcd EBblUD shortage. .t 

con,junclivc tise scliemc might then hi. tricd first, with the remaiiling shortfall made up 



by price-induced constmation. Xote that the associated consumer surplus loss (in 

total and pet at) would he much Icss than reported just above, since only a part of the 

shortage would need to be made up. We suggested earlier that perhaps 30 kaf might 

be forthcoming from a water exchangelmarketing arrangement with the Woodhtidge 

Irrigation District and other downstream Mokelumne River right holders. Since this 

represents approximately half of the 25 percent shortage that we have been assuming, 

only the rematning half of the shortage would need to be made up by means of a price 

increase. The resulting consumer surplus loss per af would then be just half of the 

amounts reported in Table 5.2, or $1 15-$630 per af. 

Consumer surplus loss can also he reduced if it IS tneasured in a diffcrent way. 

One might argue that part of the loss represented in Figure 5.1, namely the rectangle 

labeled "A," is not really a welfare loss, since this extra payment hy consumers is 

received as iticome by the seller. Thus, only the triangle labclcd "B" in the figure is a 

true welfare loss: a benefit formerly captured by consumers, now by no one. It seems 

to us that the appropriate measure of welfare loss depends on what is done with the 

amount "A," If is to he redistributed to consumers, or perhaps others in the 

community, it is not "lost." If, on the otlier hand, it is not redistributed in some 

fashion, then it stands as part of the consumer surplus loss. Without resolving this 

question, we present estimate:; of consumer surplus loss calculated as just the 

triangle, "B," in Table 5.2. These estimates range from a low of $33 per af to a high of 

$180 per af, making them quite coinparahie to the costs of the conjunctive-use/transfer 

options, even assumi~ig that a11 of the projected shortarc is made up by pricc-induced 

conservation. 

6.  Sunin~:iry and Cor~clt~siorts 

The prohicin p o d  at ilic oiitbci of this paper was, how can a large urban 

water disil.ici hcst rcspond i ~ )  a droiigl~l'i W1i;ii is the li;ast-cost cornhination of 



aiternatives to meet periodic shortages? \%'e hypothesized that an answer might 

involve what we called nonstructural, or demand-side approaches, as well as [he 

conventional approach of adding to storage capacity hy buildiitg new reservoirs. The 

hypothesis was tested in application to the East Bay Municipal Utility District 

(EBMUD), a iarpe district serving 1.1 million people on the east side of San Francisco 

Bay. 

Our findings by and large conlirm the hypothesis. The cost per acre-foot (af) of 

water delivered was estimated for a range of capacities for each of the new reservoir 

options identified in the EBMUD planning process, Buckhorn and Los Vaqueros. 

Buckhorn, which EBMUD \v.vould build and use by itself, appears to he somewhat 

cheaper than Los Vaqueros, which woulti he a joint project with the Contra Costa 

Water District (CCWD). Our more detailed cost calculations therefore were carried 

out for Buckhorn. Summarizing the sensitivity analyses for variants of the Buckhorn 

project, we found a range of costs running from about $1,000 per af to about $12,000 

per af. The low cost is for a reservoir having a capacity of 145 thousand acre-feet 

(kaf), EBMUD's pwferred aitcmative, demand at the top of the range of estimates, 

namely 300 million gallons per d:ly (mgd), and a itianagement regime that would, in 

the absence of the new reservoir, accept a shortage of up to 39 percent of normal 

deliveries (one of EBMUD's planning alternatives). The high cost is for a reservoir 

having the same capacity, demand at the low end of the range of estimates (210 mgd), 

and an acceptahlc shortage of' 25 percent (EB.LICDes other planning alternative). Our 

best estimate would he somcwherc in the middle of titis range, between $4,000 and 

$8,000 per af. I t  is wc>ith noting (though that is ail we do i n  the present study) that 

Los Vaqueros. thoiigh ;omc.ivhai rnlori: cxpunsive, would he preferred on 

cnvironmeniai groii~lcis. This is hecausi. CC'tYD will almost ccriainiy procccd here 

regardless of EBkijIUD particip;iiicoi~, so illat devciopmetit o i  ihc Btlckhiirn siic would 

mean two impacts instcad o S  onc. 



A prime alternative to rcservoir construction we identilied was a combination 

of conjunctive use and water transfer. One variant of the approach would have 

EBMUD pay the costs of increased groundwatzr pumping by downstream (from the 

EBMUD dams) water right holders in dry years, and perhaps also undertake low-cost 

groundwater recharge activities in wet years, in exchange for the right holders' not 

taking some or all of their surface water entitlements, which would be left behind the 

dams for EBMUD use. Another variant would have EBMUD simply pay for this 

water, leaving to the sellers the decision on how to adjust to reduced surface water 

supplies. We calculated that the costs of increased groundwater pumping would range 

from $5 per af to $105, depending on whether i ~ c w  welIs are required. The higher 

figure might also represent the sale price of the surface water, since the sellers would 

have the option of taking the payment and using it to replace the surface water with 

groundwater. The cost saving, as compared to the reservoir alternatives, is dramatic. 

It can be explained by the intermittent nature of the conjunctive useltransfer, the 

disparity in cost between pumping groundwater and building a surface reservoir, and 

the disparity in the (~narginal) value of water to farrners and urban users. 

One difficulty with the conjunct~ve use/transfer approach is that it would 

probably not yield enough water, by itself, to compensate fully for projected EBMVD 

shortages. The next most promising altern;ltive appears to be participation in the new 

State Water Bank, if this continues i ~ i  operation. Founded in 1991, the Bank bought 

water for $125 per a i  and sold it for $175 plus conveyance cosis. In fact, assuming the 

Bank continues, the downstreaiii right holdei~s woiilti bavc the option o i  selliiig to it, 

rather than to EBkIUD discctly. A ~nutualiy beneficial exchange might then involve 

ERhfUD paying the right iii11de1.s some amount fi'eatcr than the $125 they could g?t 

from the Bank, hiit less tlitiii thi. $175 plus coiiveyaiicz costs i~ would have to pay the 

Bank for watcr. 



Finally, we considered a purely demand-side approach: raising prices, within 

EBMUD, to achieve a cuthack in consumption dictated hy drought. The loss in 

consumer surplus associated with a price increase required to achieve a 25 percent 

cutback falls within a range of approximately $33-$1, i60 per af, depending on the 

demand elasticity and on how consumer surplus is calculated. Even this is well below 

the range of rcservoir cost estimates. hlorcover, the cost wc~uld he reduced if at least 

some water were available through conjunc~ive use or purchase. For example, if the 

conjunctive useltransfer option could yicld half thc amount required, which we be1ie.r.e 

it could, and there were no other purchase options, such as through the State Water 

Bank, the cost of making up the remaining shortfall by increasing the internal EBMUD 

price would he just half that indicated above. 



Appendix A 

The Separability of the Earthquake and Drought Problems 

EBMUD's proposed solution for both the earthquake and drought problems is 

the construction of Buckhorn Reservoir with a capacity of 145 kaf. EBhlVIUD's anaiysis, 

based on a policy of a rnaximum acceptable shortage of 39 percent during a drought, 

suggests the need Sor additional storage of 55 kaf by the ycar 2020 for the drought 

problem alone. In fact, no new storage would be nzeded until the ycar 2000. In 

essence, then, the additional 90 kaf of storage is a one-time solution to the 

earthquake-security problem-one time in the sense that, once a severe earthquake 

occurs, an option exists to build a secure aqueduct at that time or build another 

aqueduct that will fail in the event of atlother severe earthquake. If the secure 

aqueduct option is preferred to the "disposable" aqueduct option in the future, the 

additional storage becomes superlluous ro the solution of the earthquake problem 

(though additional storage could provide some benefits during a drought). 

From an a priori present value perspective of costs, it is possible that a 

disposable aqt~educt may be dcsirahle. However, i i  ;l replacement secure aqueduct is 

the desired course of action aitcr a future carthquake, there is a positive probability 

that the severe earthquake could occur before thc completion of Buckhorn Reservoir. 

Essentially, it is possible that the excess capacity necessary for earlhquake security 

will become unnecessary if 3 severe earthquake occurs before the reservoir can he 

filled. Then a decision has to he made whether to comptete Buckhorn as a reservoir 

dedicated to solving oiilp the drought prohlcm. Tlicrcfore, ill addition to minimizing the 

expected present valite (it' the c o i l  of solving ti-ie tivi) prohlctns, planners must also be 

aware of tiic piisitivc irsk (it '  cominitiiiig to 311 i!pii(:ii, siicil 35 Buckhorn Reservoir. 

which [nay hccome ccrnomicaliy unst)iitid liciorc i t  is cotnpIcted arid in opcration. The 

oti~cr options do t ~ i i t  sriffci. Srom tiiis problem. 



Consider three general aqueduct options as illustrated in Figure A.1, where 

Figure A.la  represents the existing configur;ition: (1) Utilize existing aqueducts, and 

build two secure aqueducts after a severe earthquake (Figure A.ih). (2) Build a 

secure pipelinc now (Figurc A.lc, No. 41, and repair/build a secure pipeline after a 

severe earthquake (Figure A.lh,  No. 3). (3) Build secure pipeline No. 4, and 

retrobuiid No. 3 into a secure pipeline (Figure A.ld, Nos. 4 and 3). Clearly, these 

options are listed in order of increasing expected present value of cost. However, 

when drought alleviation activities are included (restricting our attention to just 

reservoir options for the moment), the order changes. 

Before including the droiiglit activities, a brief explanation of the determination 

of costs is necessary. Reservoir costs are derived for an 80-year lifetime. The 

construction and filliiig costs are not spread out over four years (three construction 

years and one initial fill year), as in the reservoir section of the main text. There, this 

distinction is meaningful, hitcause water supply benefits cannot accrue until four years 

after construction begins. In this c:isc, the henefits of earthquake security are also not 

realized until the reservoir has hecn fillcd, hut only the relative costs of different 

means of solving the earthquake-security problern are examined. The only apparent 

implication of the lag is that, if a 145 kaf reservoir is selected to solve hoth the drought 

and earthquake prohlems, then there is a positive probability that a severe earthquake 

could occur hefore completion of the reservoir as discussed ahove. Aqueduct costs 

were obtained froin EBMUD For hoth dredged and tunneled river crossings and arc 

prcsentcd in Table A. I .  The present value eupectc.d cost of ailuediict replacement is 

based o n  the assurnptitrn of a i~nil'orm prohahiiity of 3 szvcre earthquake of 1/83 per 

year (hascd on a i.ecuri.eilci\ inicrvcll oi' ti3 yc;ir.s Lir high ground shkiking-EBMCIUD. 

1989-and an assumption (if u i ~ i l ; ~ r ~ n i ~ y ) .  Tliesi: preseri: valiic. cupccti.d costs are also 

shown in Tahie A. 1. 



The choice of option 1 is also essentially a choice of a 145 kaf Buckhorn 

Reservoir to provide water during the first eartllquake outage tliat prompts the 

building of secure pipelines. The elloice of option 2 would also require additional water 

availability for drought but not for earthquake security. Again, restricting our analysis 

to only reservoir options, a 55 kaf Buckhorn Reservoir would he the least-cost 

reservoir for option 2. Finally, option 3 also has an associated 55 kaf Buckhorn 

Reservoir. Note that this o p t i o ~ ~  would only he chosen if the restriction of flow in 

option 2 (i.e., having only pipeline No. 4 available for some time) results in expected 

economic costs gtreatel. than the difference between options 2 and 3. Reservoir costs 

are shown in Table A.2. A variation of option 2 could also he considered in which 

pipeline No. 3 is retroSitted now (Figure A l e )  and No. 4 is huilt after failure of No. 1 

and No. 2 in an earthquake (resulting in Figure A.lb). This option is only viable if 

No. I and No. 2 can provide adeyuate flow while No. 3 is heing retrofitted. 

The costs for each package cif drought and earthquake-security measures are 

presented in Table A.3. (Additional hencfits, such as reduced pumping costs for 

options 2 and 3 are not included.) Note that option 2 is less costly than option 1 

(which is EBMUD's proposed solution) and optioii 3 is comparable in cost to option 1. 

This analysis implies tliat the security problem should be adtlressed separately as an 

optimal aqueduct replacement problem. Add~tiorually, it is shown in the main body of 

thc text that other alicrnatives can alleviate a drougl~t more cheaply thaii a leservoir, 

even a scaled-down version of' Ruckhorn. 



Appendix B 

bfathematically, if the total present value cost (PVC) is to be repaid in equd 

annual cost incrcmcilts (c) at the end of each of n years, tlien c i s  determined as 

follows. 

11 

PVC = C 
k = l ( k +  S )  k 

Thus, 

and, tlierci'o~~, ilic capital r;'c~vi'i.y !':ICLOI. is 



where n is the defined planning ho r i~on  or approximated lifetime 



Footnotes 

* We are grateful to Rohert Deacon and Michael Hancmann for helpful 

comments on an earlicr draft. 

'One af of water is equivalent to 43,560 square feet, one foot deep. This gives 

1 af = 435.6 ccf = 325,850 gallotls and a conversion factor of 1 ccS= 748.05 gallons. 

2Price = $2911 per af = $2901334,583.3 gallons. This gives price = $0.8667 per 

1,000 gallons. Similarly, $290 per af = $2901435.6 ccf implies that the price is $0.6657 

per ccf. 

?Ail of the studies included in this an?~lysis estimate linear-demand curves. 

41n fact, some researchers maintain that the question of whether residents 

resportd at all to water prices has not heen resolved. 

5In the Sirst 18 months of thc study, consumers Caccd a declining block-rate 

schedule. However, few of the i.onsumcrs ever had quantities large enough to he in 

the second block. Thus. we can effectively assumi: a uniform hlock-rate schedule 

throughout the study. 

Q jump of 25 percent to 33 pcrccnt in the raie occuri.ed at a low level of 

household consumption, making it likely that most houscholds were affected from 

May, 1979, through July, 1085. 

7We saw that 1 af = 325,850 gallons. Tlle 25 percent ri.di~ction corresponds to 

20,075,220,000 gallons annually. Using the conversion factor above, we find that 

water consumption is to he rxIiiced 20,075.220,000/.i25.850 = 61,609 as. 
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TABLE 3.1 

Total Supply Reductions and Total Water Supply Accomplishments 
Under Various Reservoir Options 

Acceptable percent supplv reduction 
39 percent 25 percent 

Total Total Total Total 
Demand Additional supply water supply supply water supply 

level storage shortage accomplishment shortage accomplishment 
m ed kaf 



TABLE 3.2 

Average Annual Water Supply Accomplishment (af) 

Demand level Additional 
(mgdf storage 39 percent 25 percent 

50 2,597 639 

300 100 4,840 1,827 

145 7,352 4,497 

50 2,352 2,827 

270 100 4,192 2,827 

145 4,192 2,827 

50 0 0 

240 100 606 0 



TABLE 3.3 

Capital Costs, Initial Filling Costs, and Estimated Annual Operating and 
Maintenance Expenses: Various Reservoir Options 

Buckhorn Reservoir 
Estimated annual op- 
erating and mainten- 

Capacity Capital costs Initial fill costs 
kaf 

ance costs 
million dollars 

Los Vaqueros Reservoir 
Dedicated EBMUD 

capacity Capital costs 
kaf 

Initial fill costs 
million dollars 



TABLE 3.4 

Buckhorn Reservoir: Unit Cost of Water Supplied 
(dollars per af') 

Acceptabte suuulv reduction 
A. . 

39 ~ercent  25 ~e rcen t  
Method of calculation 

80-year 30-year planning 80-year 30-year planning 
Demand Additional Pemetuitv lifetime horizon Perpetuitv lifetime horizon 
level storage Discount rate 
(mgd) (kaf) 3% 4% 3% 4% 3% 4% 3% 4% 3% 4% 3% 4% 



TABLE 3.5 

Total Supply Reductions and Water Supply Accomplishments Under 
Department of Fish and Game Flow Recommendations and 

39 Percent Acceptable Supply Reduction Policy 

Total Total Average annual 
Demand Additional supply water supply water supply 

level storage shortage accomplishment accomptishment 
mrd kaf af 



TABLE 3.6 

Unit Cost of Water Supplied for 115 kaf Buckhorn Reservoir Under 
Department of Fish and Game Flow Recommendation With 

a 39 Percent Acceptable Supply Reduction Policy 
(dollars per acre-foot) 

Method of calculation 
Demand Peruetuitv 80-vear lifetime 30-vear alanninr horizon 

level Discount rate 
(mgdf 3% 4% 3% 470 3% 4% 
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TABLE 4.1 

Total Supply Reductions and Water Suppiy Accomplishments of 
a Conjunctive Use Option and 39 Percent Acceptable 

Supply Reduction Policy 

Total supply Total water supply 
Demand level Water transfers shortage accomplishments 

med . ves or no kaf 



TABLE 4.2 

Total Reductions in Releases and Total Water Transfers 

Number of years out Total water transfer to 
of 62 water trans- Total reduction EBMUD (60 percent 

Demand levef fer to EEMUD in releases or total reductions) 
med ka f 



TABLE 4.3 

Unit Cost of Water Supplied for Conjunctive Use 
Options Based On 

39 Percent Acceptable Supply Reduction Policy 
Calculated for 30-Year Planning Horizon 

(dollars per af) 

Ootion 1 O ~ t i o n  2 
Pumping energy A11 well 

Demand costs costs 
level Discount rate 

(mgd) 3% 4% 3% 4% 



TABLE 4.4 

Total Supply Reductions and Water Supply Accomplishments of a Conjunctive Use 
Option With Enhanced In-Stream Flows and 39 Percent 

Acceptable Supply Reduction Policy 

Demand Water Totai supply Total water supply 
level transfers shortage accomplishments 
m vd ves or no kaf 



TABLE 4.5 

Tohi Reductions in Releases, Total Water Transfers, and Avemge Annual Watenhed Su~plus 
With Enhanced In-Stream Flows 



TABLE 4.6 

Unit Cost of Water Supplied for Conjunctive Use Options Based on 39 Percent 
Acceptabte Supply Reduction Policy With Enhanced In-Stream Flows, 

Calculated for 30-Year Planning Horizon 
(dollars per af) 

Option 1 Option 2 
Pumping energy All well 

costs costs 
Demand level Discount rate 

(mgd) 3% 3% 3% 4% 

300 6.19 6.19 11.12 11.58 
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TABLE 5.1 

Summary of Characteristics and Consumer Surplus Losses 

P r ~ c e  Estlmate Data Consumer 
Authors spec&. tech. aggreg. S-RIL-R surplus loss 

5, 
Agthe Taylor- Sirnult. district long-run $17,388,000 
et al. Nordin eqn. 

3 .I T- N Sim. eqn. district short-run $29,778,000 

.. Billings Ave. price OLS district mixed 
* 

... .. .. 
$22,344,000 

Day 
:.: .. Taylor- OLS district mixed $30,072,000 * 

Nordin 

Billings Taylor- OLS household short-run $18,144,000 
* 

Agthe Xosdin 

Billings T-N OLS household short-run $14,112,000 
* 

I: Moncur Mar. price Fuller- liousehold long-run $45,318,000 
Battese 

Mar, price F- B household short-sun $58,968,000 

Nieswiadomy Taylor- 2SLS household short-run 
* 

$18,186,000 
Molina Nordin 

Schefter Taylor- OLS 
* 

:.: district long-run $67,578,000 
David Xordin (corrected 

hy distrih.) 

Weber Marg~nal Pooled 
pllce TS-CS, 

district long-run $77,616,fM) 

OLS 

- ~ o t  stated hy the author hut dctcrmincd hy the naiure (time series or cross sectioil,) of tlle data. 



TABLE 5.2 

Consun~er Surplus Welfare Loss 

Rectangle plus triangle Triangle 
Authors Loss per af Loss per af 

Agthe 
et al. 
L-R $282.23 $40.22 
S-R $483.34 $68.85 

Billings 
Day 
A-P $362.67 $51.81 
M-P $488.1 1 $69.54 

Billings 
Agthe $294.50 $42.27 

Billings 5229.06 $32.72 

Moncur 
L-R $735.57 $104.98 
S-R $957.13 $137.03 

Nieswiadomy 
Molina $295.18 $42.27 

Scbefter 
David $1.096.89 $156.80 

Weber $1,259.82 $179.97 



Price 

QI '0 ~ u a o t i t y  

Figure  5 .1 .  Consumer S u r p l u s  L o s s e s .  



TABLE A.1 

Current and Expected Present Value (After a Severe Earthquake) costs 
for Aqueduct Construction ($ million) 

Expected present value cost 
Current aqueduct for construction of aqueducts 

construction costs after a severe earthquake 
Discount rate 

3% 4% 

Retrobuild No. 3 51.0 18.72 14.77 

Build No. 4 

Dredged 90.0 33.04 26.06 

Tunneled 102.0 37.44 29.54 



TABLE S . 2  

Capital and Operation and Maintenance Costs 
for Buckhorn Reser\oir of Specified Capacity 

($ million) 

Total cost 
Capacity Discount rate 

(kafl 3% 4% 



TABLE A.3 

Total Cost for Each Package of Drought 
and Earthquake Security XIeasures 

($ million) 

River crossing type 
Dredged Tunneled 

Discount rate 
?J%, 4% 3% 4% 

Option 1 253.76 237.83 258.16 241.31 

Option 2 211.32 204.77 223.32 216.77 

Option 3 243.60 24 1 .OO 255.60 253.00 






